Discoverer
I like to visit unknown terrain
and try to find new
Ideas and concepts.

Unbiased
I am open to new ideas
and viewpoints, even if they
differentiate from my own.

Integrated
I see things in their big picture and
recognize how the combination of
individual parts constructs a whole

Artistic
I love art such as music, painting,
poetry and find joy in good
design and artistic expression.

Flexible
I am able to consider ideas
and situations from different
viewpoints and adapt to changes.

Structuring
I can re-construct different
aspects of an idea
or project to a new whole.

Simultaneous
I can easily focus on multiple
different activities at the same time.

Venturesome
I am ready to take uncertain
chances and see new
opportunities in them.

Intuitive thinking

Adventurous

I often “know” something,
without thinking about it and
without the need for proof.

Curious
I am a person who likes to ask
questions and know as much
as possible.

Spontaneous
I react quickly and effortlessly,
without the need for long thought.

Imaginative
I have a strong imagination,
which crosses the borders of reality.

I like undertaking bold
and risky ventures.

Conceptual
I recognize the connection
between aspects of an idea
or project and an overall idea.

Creative
I often have new and unusual ideas
if I extract things from their context
and “re-order” them.

Direct

Critical
I am straight forward
and quickly get to the point.

Realistic
I see things as they are
and avoid speculation and
presumption.

Quantitative
I tend to consider situations in
measurable criteria and like to orient
myself with numbers

Challenging
I tend to question situations
and like to play the devil’s advocate.

I thoroughly examine new ideas
or projects. My position is often
a wait-and-see attitude.

Technical
I have knowledge in technological
fields and understand
how things work.

Problem solver
I often recognize the root of a problem
which allows me to solve it easily.

Rational
I make my decisions based on
rational reasons,
not based on feelings.

Mathematical
I like to deal with numbers and other data and
solve mathematical problems.

Definitive
I think and argue clear and concise rather than
ambiguous and unclear.

Intellectual
I am guided by objective and rational thought,
rather than by emotional viewpoints.

Logical
I think and consequently and conclusive.

Factual
I like to refer to factual statements and events
before I judge or make decisions.

Analytical
I like to consider parts of a problem
to understand how those can
be assembled to a whole.

Objective
I think and act without bias and try not to let
personal feelings influence me.

Rigorous
The way I deal with problems is
thorough and detailed.

Emotional
I experience things very deeply.

Expressive
I express my views clear and convincingly.

Cooperative
I like to work together with
others towards a common goal.

Intuitive (feeling)
I have an instinct for the state of other people
and can trust my feeling of sympathy
or antipathy without
rational justification.

Interpersonal
Friendships and relationships
with other people
are of great value to me.

Openness
I am open to suggestions and
assistance from others.

Helpful
I like to offer others my
assistance and support
them with difficulties.

Accommodating
I greet other people open and amiable.

Compassionate
I understand the feelings of other
people and can cater to these.

Friendly
I want to be likeable, friendly and cordial.

Spiritual
I like to occupy myself with things
outside of my realistic perception,
like religious or esoteric questions.

Musical
I find great joy in music,
I like to sing or play an instrument.

Passionate
My emotions and ideas can move me deeply.

Procedural
I like to structure my methods
for certain processes so that I can
follow them each time.

Sequential
If I want to get things done,
I like to do them step by step.

Articulate
I articulate my thoughts clearly and precise.

Structured
I like systematic structures and a clear scope.

Diligent
I find great joy in my work.

Dominant
I tend to set the tone and can assert myself well.

Disciplined
I am controlled and can follow my
intentions unperturbed.

Persistent
When I follow my goals I am
tenacious and persistent.

Administrative
I enjoy the taking care of the
management of tasks.

Practical
I prefer concrete actions contrary
to theoretical examination.

Controlled
I am in control of my feelings and behave rather
cautious and governed.

Planner
I like to plan necessary steps, to reach a
certain goal, in advance.

Organized
I like to shape the process of a
project to a working whole.

Detailed
When working on a problem or project I value the
importance of the small details.

Secure
I am a cautious person and think about the
consequences of my actions.

Punctual
Being on time and in control of my schedule
is very important to me.

